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	Adhesive SystemsAdhesive Systems, Inc.® is a leader in cyanoacrylates, methacrylates, and other multi-purpose adhesives. ASI’s products are used and trusted in industries such as the aerospace field, the medical field and the toy market. Adhesive Systems’ industrial adhesives endure the rigor of careful quality control measures to ensure that they’re both safe and of the highest quality. ASI offers a range of versatile adhesives that can bond many similar and dissimilar materials. Find the Adhesive Systems Adhesive That’s Right for You Chemical Concepts is proud to offer a complete line of Adhesive Systems products. Check out our full offering of Adhesive Systems products.
	Airvantage
	AlbionAdhesive solutions for pool, spa and plumbing applications are highly specialized products that require speedy curing time, extreme waterproof characteristics and good durability.  Albion offers many solutions for the repair or installation of pools and spas, as well as an assortment of highly effective plumbing repair products. Our repair kits, pool patches, underwater adhesives, and pipe sealers are certain to make your plumbing or pool/spa project easier and yield better results.
	American Sealants
	Benefect
	BoaBond
	Bonstone
	BostikBostik® is a specialist in the consumer, construction and industrial manufacturing industries producing highly adaptive adhesive solutions. You’ll likely find Bostik’s innovative technologies in markets like packaging, transportation and personal care & hygiene, among others. The global adhesives experts at Bostik combine a respect for the environment with a focus on performance, affordability and accessibility with every product that they manufacture. Find the Right Bostik Product at Chemical Concepts Check out our line of Bostik products at Chemical Concepts.
	Cel Components
	Chem-SetChemical Concepts’ Chem-Set™ brand is our own line of adhesives, tapes, silicone, contact adhesives and underwater adhesives that are custom manufactured and produced for specific industry needs.
	CHT Group
	CounterBalanceCounterBalance® is the premier solution for countertop support. This product line specializes in countertop supports that are sturdy, safe, and non-intrusive. The multiple brace and bracket systems that CounterBalance® manufactures support a wide variety of popular configurations including islands, peninsulas and breakfast bars.



	
	CoxFinding the best adhesives and epoxies is the first half of the challenge. Applying those products is the other. That’s why industry professionals turn to Cox for the best hand-held sealant and adhesive applicators. Find the Right Cox Applicator To be sure that your clients have access to the complete Cox line, contact Chemical Concepts today and check out our full product offering below.
	Creative MaterialsCreative Materials provides conductive adhesives, coating and inks made for a variety of electronics. Creative Materials specializes in the microelectronics, biotechnology, telecommunications and photovoltaic applications. Find the Right Creative Materials Adhesive Check out Chemical Concepts line of Creative Materials products for your electronic adhesive applications.
	Devcon
	Dolph's
	Dry-TreatThe Dry-Treat™ range of impregnating sealers and enhancers protect natural stone, paving, bricks, tiles, engineered concrete and grout from surface staining and water penetration damage. These products work exceptionally well because Dry-Treat’s special penetrating sealer molecules are hundreds of times smaller than competitors’ stone sealers, penetrating deep into the pore structure, creating a substantial oil- and water-repellent barrier. Find the Dry-Treat Sealer Right for You Shop Chemical Concept’s collection of Dry-Treat products and find the right solution for your natural stone application.
	Dykem
	ELANTASELANTAS is a manufacturer of insulating and protective materials, specializing in the global electronics industry. Explore our inventory of ELANTAS products below.
	FastenMaster
	Fiberlock
	FischbachFischbach develops adhesive cartridges and application solutions for a wide variety of products. At Chemical Concepts, we’re proud to offer a full line of their unique and innovative solutions.
	Foster
	Glyptal Products



	
	H2O GlueAn underwater environment demands a powerful glue that can last. Chemical Concepts is proud to offer our own Chem-Set H2O GLUE® line of pool and spa repair products. A Powerful Underwater Adhesive Solution H20 Glue offers a wide range of unique products including underwater adhesives, underwater pool repair patches, and a variety of specialty adhesives for common repairs, as well as new pool construction. For anyone working in the pool or spa repair business, H20 Glue is a must-have item. Whatever the size or difficulty of your project, H2O Glue is sure to be the solution!
	HuntsmanHuntsman Advanced Materials provides engineered solutions for our customers using a wide range of innovative, high-performance thermoset chemistries and formulations. For over 60 years, customers have chosen Araldite®, Euremelt®, and Fastweld brand products for their high-performance adhesive technology. Every day their scientists work with designers and engineers to bring lightweight, high-strength, durable products to market and help solve increasingly complex design issues. Huntsman’s growing portfolio of adhesives serves the aerospace, automotive, coatings, electronics, energy, and industrial composite markets. Structural Adhesives For over 60 years, Huntsman Structural Adhesives have been preferred by customers worldwide for tough bonding applications. Today, their high-performance epoxies, polyurethanes, methacrylates, hot-melt polyurethanes, and hot-melt polyamides continue to provide users with outstanding performance, as well as easy handling and processing. Huntsman Structural Adhesives are well suited for both rigid and flexible substrates, such as metals, thermoplastics, thermosets, composites, rubber, ceramics, etc. They can be used on similar or dissimilar substrates.
	Integra AdhesivesThe team at Integra has been involved with the surface industry since the mid 1980’s and have extensive practical knowledge and experience with all facets of fabrication. It is with this background that Integra focuses on the needs of its customers by consulting with fabricators and delivering products that meet industry needs. Each production batch is processed under vacuum at elevated temperature to polymerize the monomers until the desired viscosity is achieved. The mixture is then rapidly cooled to prevent the adhesive from hardening in the reactor. At this point the mixture is stabilized and various additives (adhesion promoters – cross linkers – tougheners etc) are mixed in to achieve the final properties. Samples are retained and QA certificates from each batch are stored and are available to the fabricator on request. For more information, contact one of our product experts at 1.800.220.1966 or email us at [email protected].
	MedmixChemical Concepts carries a variety of Sulzer’s multi-component mixers and dispensers. These fairly common but effective application and measuring tools are used in several industries including aviation, chemical processing, healthcare and oil & gas. The Sulzer® line of metering equipment is diverse and a favorite among industry pros. Sulzer Adhesive Mixing and Dispensing Tools Chemical Concepts will help you find the right Sulzer mixing or dispensing tool for your specific application. Check out our selection below, and contact us if you have any questions.
	Momentive
	Monarch Metal Fabrication
	Newborn BrothersNewborn has been providing quality sealant and adhesive dispensers and accessories since 1974. At Chemical Concepts, we can help you select the Newborn caulk gun with the right power and thrust ratio for the caulk or adhesive you’re applying: drip-free models for thinner viscosities like latex and silicone caulk, constant pressure guns for urethane and adhesives and powerful models for thicker materials. Find the Right Newborn Sealant & Adhesive Dispenser Coming in a variety of models for different applications and products, Newborn has a gun that’s right for your project. Find your new favorite applicator below.
	Nordson EFDNordson manufacturers adhesive solutions for the pool, spa and plumbing industries—highly specialized areas that require speedy curing time, extreme waterproof characteristics and solid durability. For the repair and installation of pools, spas and plumbing systems, explore our Nordson products below.
	Orange-SolOrange-Sol is the founder of citrus-based cleaning, providing customers with effective, safer alternatives to toxic chemicals. Orange-Sol products serve a variety of needs, from medical applications to the remediation of major oil spills. Orange-Sol Organic Cleaners Explore the heavy duty—yet organic, biodegradable and gentle—cleaning and degreasing products below.
	Pacer TechnologyPacer Technology®, also known as Super Glue Corporation, manufactures a variety of adhesives and bonds that are recognized for their strength and performance. In addition to their current products, Pacer continues to refine their technologies and complement them with breakthrough formulations that are engineered to fit customers’ needs across diverse applications.
	Parker Lord



	
	PC Products
	PermabondChemical Concepts is a trusted distributor of Permabond’s full line of performance adhesive products. Their anaerobic retaining compounds, pipe sealants, epoxies, structural acrylics, and polyurethanes are among the most effective and durable in the industry, and they’re not limited to that list. Proudly carrying these selections and many more, Chemical Concepts is able to match you with the most effective Permabond® product to meet your specific need. Chemical Concepts is a “Gold Star” distributor for Permabond®.
	PERMATEXPermatex® offers a variety of adhesives and sealants, cleaners, lubricants, thread compounds and gasketing products to the automotive industry, including motorcycle, marine and heavy-duty fleet markets. Chemical Concepts offers both Black Label and White Label Permatex products.
	Plexus
	PolytekMany decorative concrete applications require liquid mold rubbers for casting, forming or texturing concrete into artful, realistic shapes and colors. Polytek manufactures versatile, specialty polymers for mold making, casting and coating applications, including polyurethane casting plastic, liquid mold rubber and casting foams for the casting of wax, plaster, concrete, resins and foam. Shop Polytek Casting Products These products are perfect for engineers, manufacturers, craftspeople, designers, artists and fabricators. Check out Chemical Concept’s selection of Polytek products below.
	Quality AerosolsQuality Aerosols specializes in high quality adhesives and cleaners. Their line of contact adhesives offers high strength with heat resistance exceeding 200 degrees Fahrenheit. Quality Aerosols Contact Adhesive Solutions These pressure-sensitive adhesives are formulated to adhere foam, insulation and other materials to a variety of substrates. Contact Chemical Concepts today for access to the complete Quality Aerosols line and shop our selection below.
	Ritter
	Ruscoe
	Shin-EtsuShin-Etsu Silicones® is a popular brand of silicone products, pioneering the many silicone requirements in the consumer goods industry. Chemical Concepts is pleased to offer a product inventory of the very trusted Shin-Etsu Silicones and other related products.  
	SiaManufacturing abrasives that match virtually any application or work piece, Sia Abrasives® is positioned as a global leader in high quality and environmentally friendly abrasive systems. Find an Abrasive for Your Needs Sia makes abrasives of every sort – coated, foam, nonwoven and bonded. And they are used with wood, metal, panels, composites and automobiles. Chemical Concepts is a proud distributor of the Sia line of trusted abrasive solutions.
	Sika
	SilcoSilco Inc. manufactures sealants and adhesives that solve common problems such as poor adhesion, staining, seal failure, color mismatch and UV instability. Silco Sealants and Adhesives Neutral cure silicones offer adhesion to a wide range of common materials (plastic and masonry) without primer. They are non-corrosive, low odor and have great permanent flexibility and capacity for movement. Contact Chemical Concepts for more information about Silco products and check out the selection below.



	
	SpecialInsertSpecialinsert was established in 1974 by three sales agents who decided to exploit their experience in the fasteners industry to start up their own retail business. The company later developed and started its own production. The Specialinsert product ranges span from threaded tubular inserts and bushings for plastic materials to inserts for wood, shear rivets and ¼ quick-turn fasteners. These fasteners are perfect for sleek, hidden assemblies. An undercut hole is not required for preparation. All that’s needed is a simple cylindrical wall hole. No specialty tools needed. In addition, assembly by pressure is quick and easy and does not require the use of any additional resins or adhesives.
	Specialty Silicone Products
	Sta'-PutSTA’-PUT® contact adhesives, manufactured by ITW, deliver high bond strength, quick cure time and smooth, even application. The STA’-PUT® line includes adhesive products that meet stringent new environmental and safety regulations and consistently exceed industry standards for performance and quality. Sta’-Put Contact Adhesives Chemical Concepts is proud to carry this line and will be happy to help you find the STA’-PUT® product that is just right for your application.
	SurebonderChemical Concepts is proud to offer a wide range of Surebonder Hot Glue Guns. Check out the full selection here for your next project. Surebonder Hot Melt Guns We carry a full stock of Surebonder guns at a with a wide range of features. No matter the scope of your hot melt application, there’s a Surebonder applicator for you.
	SurfaceRenuSurfaceRenu™ offers a full line of products to remove scratches and damage from most types of polished ceramic surfaces without leaving trace marks or creating distortion. Every professional-grade surface renewal system includes high-quality and reliable components, providing unparalleled speed and success in repairing damaged ceramic to a “like-new” condition. SurfaceRenu Scratch Removal Products Shop the premier scratch-removal system at Chemical Concepts. SurfaceRenu products come packed with features for a wide variety of applications. Check them out below.
	TechonIn the adhesive and fluid dispensing arena, the Techcon® name is set apart as an innovator in technology and supplier of top shelf products which are used frequently in industries like aerospace, material packaging and electronics. Techon Adhesive and Fluid Dispensing Equipment With a collection of dispensers, valves, controllers and consumables, Techcon’s clear control of precision dispensing is evidenced by their popularity among professionals. Chemical Concepts gladly carries Techcon dispensing products and accessories.
	Tensor
	TesaTesa, a world leader in industrial tapes, manufactures hundreds of technologically advanced solutions for holding things together. Tesa Industrial Tapes Serving industries as diverse as railroads and appliances, Tesa tapes provide fast, simple and clean solutions to complex problems. Tesa tapes are powerful and durable, and Chemical Concepts is privileged to be Tesa Tape’s signage distributor for the Northeast United States. Application assistance for laminating tesa® ACXPlus to PMMA
	Turf-SetSynthetic turf and artificial grass are an increasingly popular alternative to natural grass on surfaces like sports fields, playgrounds and golf courses, and the perks to these highly sustainable systems are clear. Turf-Set products ensure their sustainability and up-keep, with a suite of products ranging from repair kits to seam tapes to hot glues. Turf-Set Synthetic Turf Maintenance Products Chemical Concepts’ own TURF-SET and CHEM-SET products highlight a vast list of options that are sure to add years to your next artificial turf installation or maintenance project. View our Turf-Set Tri-Fold Brochure
	Weld-On
	XemexXemex is the only mixing technology to offer higher dimensional folding, providing optimal mixing with up to 75% less material waste. Their shorter profile allows greater ergonomics and precision for applications requiring handheld or automated dispensing. Manufactured in the United States, Xemex is also a great choice for companies looking to secure their supply chains. Ideal for those looking to reduce material waste, improve application ease, and secure a consistent supply, Xemex nozzles are an exciting new option by Re Mixers, Inc. Traditional                      Xemex









	Industries
	
	
	Aerospace and DefenseIt’s easy to overlook sealants and silicones when it comes to the aerospace and defense industry. But they’re vitally important for sealing and protecting aircraft and their sensitive parts from the elements. Sealants, Silicones and Encapsulating Gels for the Aerospace and Defense Industry From silicones to adhesives to encapsulating and potting solutions, Chemical Concepts is proud to provide a wide selection of essential products. Shop our inventory, and give us a call if you have any questions.
	Cabinetry and WoodworkingWood adhesives and sealants are essential to a smooth and professional finish for any custom cabinetry or woodworking project. Adhesives and Sealants for Woodworking and Cabinetry Chemical Concepts has a wide range of products perfect for carpenters, woodworkers and custom cabinetry installations. Shop our selection below, and give us a call if you have any questions. We can help you find the right product for your application.
	ConcreteEpoxy resins are high-strength bonding agents for concrete. Fill cracks and seal edges with these powerful products. Grouting and spall repair products are great for patching up holes and cracks. Get the right solution for your concrete repair job today. Epoxies, Grouting and Spall Repair Chemical Concepts has a wide selection of epoxy resins, grouting and spall repair products for your concrete application. Check out the products below. If you have questions or a complicated project, we can help. Contact us to get the recommendation you need.
	ConstructionAdhesives, sealants, curing equipment and the like are very essential to the construction/building industry. Chemical Concepts offers an expansive selection of construction products to meet the needs of builders and contractors. Our sealants, caulks and acrylics are leveraged across the construction industry and we offer only the best products from brands such as Sika, CounterBalance, Chem-Set and Permabond.
	Countertop FabricationChemical Concepts has revolutionized the granite and solid surface countertop market for 20 years, starting with the use of bonded fasteners for mounting under sinks to the development of support systems for overhangs. We have 45+ years of experience with adhesives, longer than anyone else in the fabrication industry. Countertop Fabrication Solutions from Chemical Concepts We also specialize in fasteners and brackets and have a wide selection of those lines to meet any demand your projects may have. Our CounterBalance and Chem-Set products are industry favorites, and our authority for stone and solid surface solutions is second to none. Be sure to use our C-20 & C-30 Seaming Adhesive Color Match Tool! Check out all of our countertop fabrication products below. If you have any questions or a special application get in touch with us and we can point you in the right direction. Check Out These Resources for More Info CounterBalance Brochure | CounterBalance Inserts | CounterBalance Installation Sheets | Countertop Fabrication Mailer | Seaming Adhesive Color Match Tool | Our YouTube Channel Countertop Fabrication Products Seaming Adhesives Keep-Nut CounterBalance Rodding Adhesive Silicone & Caulk Sealers and Cleaners Tape and Protection Film Sink & Dishwasher Installation Abrasives Adhesives CounterBalance…



	
	Facade/CladdingChemical Concepts offers a number of solutions for architectural cladding, wall panel hanging (interior and exterior), rainscreens, and facades. Our product offerings include facade anchors, structural adhesives, sealants, and high bond tapes, which can be used on various types of panel materials. Featured Cladding and Facade Products Keep-Nut Anchoring System for Solid Materials – A simple, small cylindrical hole anchor requiring no specialized undercut with a female thread. When used with panel hanging systems this anchor exhibits extremely high strength with a simple drilling process and requires no need for adhesives. Deform-Nut TC/DM Honeycomb Anchors – A rivet-type female anchor made specifically for honeycomb panels/sandwich panels to create a load-bearing female anchoring point in your panels. Simply rivet your Deform-Nut fastener into the panel, inject a structural adhesive into the fastener, then thread the secondary screw into the Deform-Nut to create a structural fixing point in a hollow-core panel. Structural Adhesives – Chemical Concepts supplies a number of structural two-part adhesives to improve aesthetics, increase throughput, and provide overall cost savings. Structural adhesives provide a stronger, faster-curing alternative to adhesives typically used in the architectural cladding industry. High Bond Structural Tapes – High-bond tapes are used as an alternative to…
	General ManufacturingChemical Concepts is the leading supplier of adhesives, tapes, sealants and application tools for manufacturers in all kinds of industries. We have a wide range of structural adhesive products that can seamlessly meld into any of your manufacturing processes. These products can even replace more traditional fastening, joining and bonding techniques like riveting and welding. This saves your business time and money, increasing efficiency and lessening materials and labor costs. Chemical Concepts also features Chem-Set™, our own line of adhesives, tapes, silicone, contact adhesives and underwater adhesives that are custom manufactured and produced for specific industry needs. Benefits of Adhesive for Manufacturing Strong Bonds and Seals – Adhesives create durable bonds that weather all conditions and forces. Lightweighting – Bonds created from structural adhesives are generally stronger than traditional joining methods allowing you to use thinner, lighter materials for a lighter end product. Cost Savings – Save money on materials, time and specialized labor. Efficiency – Eliminate the need for most prep steps, and with fast cure times, adhesives will speed up your manufacturing. If you have any special needs or questions, we’d be happy to chat about your application and recommend the best products for your process. Get in…
	GovernmentChemical Concepts supplies government, aerospace and industrial markets with NSN, Mil Specification, AMS Specification coatings, adhesives, sealants and lubricants. Contact us and ask for Michael Smith (x114), our staff government contracting specialist for any related inqueries. Click here for NSN & Mil Spec Numbers.
	LED and ElectronicsProtecting delicate electronic components is critical, especially with how many products run on these tiny components. As the device operates, factors like moisture, temperature, vibration and shock need to be mitigated as they can cause critical errors. Compounds Used to Support Electronics Materials used for electronic protection are usually silicones, epoxy resins, polyurethanes and various other polymers. Silicones in particular are excellent for electronic components because they are durable and have crucial physical properties that support the long-term performance of electronics. In addition, silicones are extremely flexible in design and manufacturing processes. Silicones – These durable compounds have crucial physical properties that support the long-term performance of electronics. In addition, silicones are extremely flexible in design and manufacturing and potting processes. Epoxy Resins – Great material with properties that make it ideal for sealing and protecting fragile electrical components. These compounds are great for heat dissipation. Polyurethanes – Another ideal potting compound. Polyurethane products help set and seal fragile components ensuring they’re long-term function. Check Out Chemical Concepts’ Range of Electrical Compounds Chemical Concepts offers a wide range of compounds to protect and support electronic components, allowing manufacturers and engineers to improve the performance of their products Resources Shin-Etsu Liquid…
	MarineMaintaining boats, yachts and other watercraft can be a challenging task as you’re constantly working against water. Chemical Concepts understands the many challenges that come with adequately waterproofing your boat. Achieving a strong waterproof seal is the key to maintaining your boat and we have the line of products to ensure that seal. We offer trusted products from BOSTIK, H2O GLUE, SIKA and more to help you construct or maintain your marine vehicle. Featured Resources Marine Brochure Video



	
	Metal FabricationAdhesives for metal fabrication are perfect for a variety of applications and engineering improvements. Achieve full bond strengths with lighter weight metals by replacing welding and rivets with these high strength adhesives. Adhesives and Tapes for Metal Fabrication Chemical Concepts carries a wide range of products for metal fabrication. Our experts are also happy to talk with you to see where you can optimize your process with these products. Shop our selection below and get in touch to discover how you can make your metal fabrication process better.
	Mold Making and CastingChemical Concepts supplies a variety of silicone & urethane mold making and casting compounds as well as a suite of related products including accessories, release agents and dispensing products. Mouldmaking silicones and urethanes are designed to produce high-quality, negative molds of almost any object, component or figure with accurate detail reproduction. Whether it be for industrial design (rapid prototyping), architectural applications, large-scale production parts, jewelry or food molding, Chemical Concepts has a solution that will meet your requirements.
	Pool, Spa, and PlumbingAdhesive solutions for the pool, spa and plumbing industries are highly specialized products which require speedy curing time, extreme waterproof characteristics and good durability. Chemical Concepts offers many solutions for the repair or installation of pools and spas, as well as an assortment of highly effective plumbing repair products.  Our repair kits, pool patches, underwater adhesives and pipe sealers are certain to make your plumbing or pool/spa project easier and yield better results.
	PVC TrimboardPVC trimboard is used in a lot of applications as a wood-replacement product for skirting, moldings, facia and soffit trim, window and door surrounds and a lot more. PVC trimboard is great because it’s waterproof and won’t chip, crack, cup or bow. PVC Trimboard Adhesives and Sealants Chemical Concepts provides a wide range of sealants and adhesives for PVC trimboard. These products are essential to creating a full, weatherproof seal on any PVC trimboard application. Shop Chemical Concepts today.



	
	Sign and DisplayAt Chemical Concepts we focus on adhesives, adhesive systems and adhesive applications and fasteners. All of these products are easily applicable to the sign and display industry. Whether you are bonding dissimilar materials or looking for a seamless fastening solution, we have a product or solution that will meet all your needs. Featured Sign and Display Products Adhesives – There’s an adhesive to meet any sign and display industry need. Whether it’s metal, plastic, composite or glass, Chemical Concepts has the right product for the job. Tapes – Sometimes an adhesive tape is the best thing for the job, and we have a lot of tapes that create durable structural bonds between many surfaces. Fasteners – When an adhesive or tape won’t do, there’s a fastener that will do the trick. We have a lot of options to suit your needs. The adhesives and finishers used in construction projects are extraordinarily varied on a project-to-project basis; let us help you determine what will make your project successful! No matter the material or environment in which your project occurs, we have the adhesives and finishers for the job. If you have any questions about your signage project, let us help. Get…
	Special Effects and Scenic DesignPlatinum-cured silicone rubbers have become the industry standard for making state-of-the-art theatrical prosthetic appliances for use in film, theater, and television. These skin-safe silicones are used for making creatures, age make-up, injured or deformed actors, animatronic characters, and much more. Platinum silicone resins are very versatile given that they can be mixed with a “deadener” to reduce the snappy, synthetic feel of silicone and simulate any type of tissue. With all of their available additives, these products can be controlled by the artist to meet the needs of any prosthetic application. Silicone resins are also widely used for life-casting and mold making. Chemical Concepts offers a variety of platinum silicone compounds and related products from top brands such as Polytek, CHT USA, and Shin-Etsu Silicones.
	Synthetic TurfSynthetic turf and artificial grass are increasingly popular alternatives to natural grass on surfaces like sports fields, playgrounds and golf courses, and the perks to these highly sustainable systems are clear. Our products ensure their sustainability and up-keep, with a suite of products ranging from repair kits to seam tapes to hot glues. Chemical Concepts’ own TURF-SET and CHEM-SET products highlight a vast list of options that are sure to add years to your next artificial turf installation or maintenance project! Featured Resources Turf Tri-Fold Video
	Transportation and Specialty VehiclesAdhesives and specialty products are integral to keeping trucks, busses and other specialty vehicles on the road. Whether it’s sealing cabs, bonding vital engine parts or improving aerodynamics, chemical products are pulling more than their weight to keep your fleet running. At Chemical Concepts we have a wide range of products to meet any repair or fabrication need. Check out our line of specialty adhesives, sealant and custom packages curated to keep your vehicles in the best condition possible. How Adhesives and Sealants Benefit Specialty and Commercial Vehicles Manufacturing and Repairs – Adhesive products are used to bond all kinds of vehicle parts including cabs, door panels, interior plastic parts and windows and windscreens. Weight Reduction – Rivets, screws and fasteners can really add a lot of weight to your vehicle. Plus bonding lighter weight material can be a challenge. That’s where adhesives come in. They form a continuous bond that is durable and heat resistant, so your vehicles can stay light and fuel efficient. Durability – Adhesives have a lot of natural properties that benefit the construction of a commercial or specialty vehicle. They are highly durable, heat resistant and they can absorb the shock of long hauls on…
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	Brands
	
	
	Adhesive SystemsAdhesive Systems, Inc.® is a leader in cyanoacrylates, methacrylates, and other multi-purpose adhesives. ASI’s products are used and trusted in industries such as the aerospace field, the medical field and the toy market. Adhesive Systems’ industrial adhesives endure the rigor of careful quality control measures to ensure that they’re both safe and of the highest quality. ASI offers a range of versatile adhesives that can bond many similar and dissimilar materials. Find the Adhesive Systems Adhesive That’s Right for You Chemical Concepts is proud to offer a complete line of Adhesive Systems products. Check out our full offering of Adhesive Systems products.
	Airvantage
	AlbionAdhesive solutions for pool, spa and plumbing applications are highly specialized products that require speedy curing time, extreme waterproof characteristics and good durability.  Albion offers many solutions for the repair or installation of pools and spas, as well as an assortment of highly effective plumbing repair products. Our repair kits, pool patches, underwater adhesives, and pipe sealers are certain to make your plumbing or pool/spa project easier and yield better results.
	American Sealants
	Benefect
	BoaBond
	Bonstone
	BostikBostik® is a specialist in the consumer, construction and industrial manufacturing industries producing highly adaptive adhesive solutions. You’ll likely find Bostik’s innovative technologies in markets like packaging, transportation and personal care & hygiene, among others. The global adhesives experts at Bostik combine a respect for the environment with a focus on performance, affordability and accessibility with every product that they manufacture. Find the Right Bostik Product at Chemical Concepts Check out our line of Bostik products at Chemical Concepts.
	Cel Components
	Chem-SetChemical Concepts’ Chem-Set™ brand is our own line of adhesives, tapes, silicone, contact adhesives and underwater adhesives that are custom manufactured and produced for specific industry needs.
	CHT Group
	CounterBalanceCounterBalance® is the premier solution for countertop support. This product line specializes in countertop supports that are sturdy, safe, and non-intrusive. The multiple brace and bracket systems that CounterBalance® manufactures support a wide variety of popular configurations including islands, peninsulas and breakfast bars.



	
	CoxFinding the best adhesives and epoxies is the first half of the challenge. Applying those products is the other. That’s why industry professionals turn to Cox for the best hand-held sealant and adhesive applicators. Find the Right Cox Applicator To be sure that your clients have access to the complete Cox line, contact Chemical Concepts today and check out our full product offering below.
	Creative MaterialsCreative Materials provides conductive adhesives, coating and inks made for a variety of electronics. Creative Materials specializes in the microelectronics, biotechnology, telecommunications and photovoltaic applications. Find the Right Creative Materials Adhesive Check out Chemical Concepts line of Creative Materials products for your electronic adhesive applications.
	Devcon
	Dolph's
	Dry-TreatThe Dry-Treat™ range of impregnating sealers and enhancers protect natural stone, paving, bricks, tiles, engineered concrete and grout from surface staining and water penetration damage. These products work exceptionally well because Dry-Treat’s special penetrating sealer molecules are hundreds of times smaller than competitors’ stone sealers, penetrating deep into the pore structure, creating a substantial oil- and water-repellent barrier. Find the Dry-Treat Sealer Right for You Shop Chemical Concept’s collection of Dry-Treat products and find the right solution for your natural stone application.
	Dykem
	ELANTASELANTAS is a manufacturer of insulating and protective materials, specializing in the global electronics industry. Explore our inventory of ELANTAS products below.
	FastenMaster
	Fiberlock
	FischbachFischbach develops adhesive cartridges and application solutions for a wide variety of products. At Chemical Concepts, we’re proud to offer a full line of their unique and innovative solutions.
	Foster
	Glyptal Products



	
	H2O GlueAn underwater environment demands a powerful glue that can last. Chemical Concepts is proud to offer our own Chem-Set H2O GLUE® line of pool and spa repair products. A Powerful Underwater Adhesive Solution H20 Glue offers a wide range of unique products including underwater adhesives, underwater pool repair patches, and a variety of specialty adhesives for common repairs, as well as new pool construction. For anyone working in the pool or spa repair business, H20 Glue is a must-have item. Whatever the size or difficulty of your project, H2O Glue is sure to be the solution!
	HuntsmanHuntsman Advanced Materials provides engineered solutions for our customers using a wide range of innovative, high-performance thermoset chemistries and formulations. For over 60 years, customers have chosen Araldite®, Euremelt®, and Fastweld brand products for their high-performance adhesive technology. Every day their scientists work with designers and engineers to bring lightweight, high-strength, durable products to market and help solve increasingly complex design issues. Huntsman’s growing portfolio of adhesives serves the aerospace, automotive, coatings, electronics, energy, and industrial composite markets. Structural Adhesives For over 60 years, Huntsman Structural Adhesives have been preferred by customers worldwide for tough bonding applications. Today, their high-performance epoxies, polyurethanes, methacrylates, hot-melt polyurethanes, and hot-melt polyamides continue to provide users with outstanding performance, as well as easy handling and processing. Huntsman Structural Adhesives are well suited for both rigid and flexible substrates, such as metals, thermoplastics, thermosets, composites, rubber, ceramics, etc. They can be used on similar or dissimilar substrates.
	Integra AdhesivesThe team at Integra has been involved with the surface industry since the mid 1980’s and have extensive practical knowledge and experience with all facets of fabrication. It is with this background that Integra focuses on the needs of its customers by consulting with fabricators and delivering products that meet industry needs. Each production batch is processed under vacuum at elevated temperature to polymerize the monomers until the desired viscosity is achieved. The mixture is then rapidly cooled to prevent the adhesive from hardening in the reactor. At this point the mixture is stabilized and various additives (adhesion promoters – cross linkers – tougheners etc) are mixed in to achieve the final properties. Samples are retained and QA certificates from each batch are stored and are available to the fabricator on request. For more information, contact one of our product experts at 1.800.220.1966 or email us at [email protected].
	MedmixChemical Concepts carries a variety of Sulzer’s multi-component mixers and dispensers. These fairly common but effective application and measuring tools are used in several industries including aviation, chemical processing, healthcare and oil & gas. The Sulzer® line of metering equipment is diverse and a favorite among industry pros. Sulzer Adhesive Mixing and Dispensing Tools Chemical Concepts will help you find the right Sulzer mixing or dispensing tool for your specific application. Check out our selection below, and contact us if you have any questions.
	Momentive
	Monarch Metal Fabrication
	Newborn BrothersNewborn has been providing quality sealant and adhesive dispensers and accessories since 1974. At Chemical Concepts, we can help you select the Newborn caulk gun with the right power and thrust ratio for the caulk or adhesive you’re applying: drip-free models for thinner viscosities like latex and silicone caulk, constant pressure guns for urethane and adhesives and powerful models for thicker materials. Find the Right Newborn Sealant & Adhesive Dispenser Coming in a variety of models for different applications and products, Newborn has a gun that’s right for your project. Find your new favorite applicator below.
	Nordson EFDNordson manufacturers adhesive solutions for the pool, spa and plumbing industries—highly specialized areas that require speedy curing time, extreme waterproof characteristics and solid durability. For the repair and installation of pools, spas and plumbing systems, explore our Nordson products below.
	Orange-SolOrange-Sol is the founder of citrus-based cleaning, providing customers with effective, safer alternatives to toxic chemicals. Orange-Sol products serve a variety of needs, from medical applications to the remediation of major oil spills. Orange-Sol Organic Cleaners Explore the heavy duty—yet organic, biodegradable and gentle—cleaning and degreasing products below.
	Pacer TechnologyPacer Technology®, also known as Super Glue Corporation, manufactures a variety of adhesives and bonds that are recognized for their strength and performance. In addition to their current products, Pacer continues to refine their technologies and complement them with breakthrough formulations that are engineered to fit customers’ needs across diverse applications.
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	PC Products
	PermabondChemical Concepts is a trusted distributor of Permabond’s full line of performance adhesive products. Their anaerobic retaining compounds, pipe sealants, epoxies, structural acrylics, and polyurethanes are among the most effective and durable in the industry, and they’re not limited to that list. Proudly carrying these selections and many more, Chemical Concepts is able to match you with the most effective Permabond® product to meet your specific need. Chemical Concepts is a “Gold Star” distributor for Permabond®.
	PERMATEXPermatex® offers a variety of adhesives and sealants, cleaners, lubricants, thread compounds and gasketing products to the automotive industry, including motorcycle, marine and heavy-duty fleet markets. Chemical Concepts offers both Black Label and White Label Permatex products.
	Plexus
	PolytekMany decorative concrete applications require liquid mold rubbers for casting, forming or texturing concrete into artful, realistic shapes and colors. Polytek manufactures versatile, specialty polymers for mold making, casting and coating applications, including polyurethane casting plastic, liquid mold rubber and casting foams for the casting of wax, plaster, concrete, resins and foam. Shop Polytek Casting Products These products are perfect for engineers, manufacturers, craftspeople, designers, artists and fabricators. Check out Chemical Concept’s selection of Polytek products below.
	Quality AerosolsQuality Aerosols specializes in high quality adhesives and cleaners. Their line of contact adhesives offers high strength with heat resistance exceeding 200 degrees Fahrenheit. Quality Aerosols Contact Adhesive Solutions These pressure-sensitive adhesives are formulated to adhere foam, insulation and other materials to a variety of substrates. Contact Chemical Concepts today for access to the complete Quality Aerosols line and shop our selection below.
	Ritter
	Ruscoe
	Shin-EtsuShin-Etsu Silicones® is a popular brand of silicone products, pioneering the many silicone requirements in the consumer goods industry. Chemical Concepts is pleased to offer a product inventory of the very trusted Shin-Etsu Silicones and other related products.  
	SiaManufacturing abrasives that match virtually any application or work piece, Sia Abrasives® is positioned as a global leader in high quality and environmentally friendly abrasive systems. Find an Abrasive for Your Needs Sia makes abrasives of every sort – coated, foam, nonwoven and bonded. And they are used with wood, metal, panels, composites and automobiles. Chemical Concepts is a proud distributor of the Sia line of trusted abrasive solutions.
	Sika
	SilcoSilco Inc. manufactures sealants and adhesives that solve common problems such as poor adhesion, staining, seal failure, color mismatch and UV instability. Silco Sealants and Adhesives Neutral cure silicones offer adhesion to a wide range of common materials (plastic and masonry) without primer. They are non-corrosive, low odor and have great permanent flexibility and capacity for movement. Contact Chemical Concepts for more information about Silco products and check out the selection below.



	
	SpecialInsertSpecialinsert was established in 1974 by three sales agents who decided to exploit their experience in the fasteners industry to start up their own retail business. The company later developed and started its own production. The Specialinsert product ranges span from threaded tubular inserts and bushings for plastic materials to inserts for wood, shear rivets and ¼ quick-turn fasteners. These fasteners are perfect for sleek, hidden assemblies. An undercut hole is not required for preparation. All that’s needed is a simple cylindrical wall hole. No specialty tools needed. In addition, assembly by pressure is quick and easy and does not require the use of any additional resins or adhesives.
	Specialty Silicone Products
	Sta'-PutSTA’-PUT® contact adhesives, manufactured by ITW, deliver high bond strength, quick cure time and smooth, even application. The STA’-PUT® line includes adhesive products that meet stringent new environmental and safety regulations and consistently exceed industry standards for performance and quality. Sta’-Put Contact Adhesives Chemical Concepts is proud to carry this line and will be happy to help you find the STA’-PUT® product that is just right for your application.
	SurebonderChemical Concepts is proud to offer a wide range of Surebonder Hot Glue Guns. Check out the full selection here for your next project. Surebonder Hot Melt Guns We carry a full stock of Surebonder guns at a with a wide range of features. No matter the scope of your hot melt application, there’s a Surebonder applicator for you.
	SurfaceRenuSurfaceRenu™ offers a full line of products to remove scratches and damage from most types of polished ceramic surfaces without leaving trace marks or creating distortion. Every professional-grade surface renewal system includes high-quality and reliable components, providing unparalleled speed and success in repairing damaged ceramic to a “like-new” condition. SurfaceRenu Scratch Removal Products Shop the premier scratch-removal system at Chemical Concepts. SurfaceRenu products come packed with features for a wide variety of applications. Check them out below.
	TechonIn the adhesive and fluid dispensing arena, the Techcon® name is set apart as an innovator in technology and supplier of top shelf products which are used frequently in industries like aerospace, material packaging and electronics. Techon Adhesive and Fluid Dispensing Equipment With a collection of dispensers, valves, controllers and consumables, Techcon’s clear control of precision dispensing is evidenced by their popularity among professionals. Chemical Concepts gladly carries Techcon dispensing products and accessories.
	Tensor
	TesaTesa, a world leader in industrial tapes, manufactures hundreds of technologically advanced solutions for holding things together. Tesa Industrial Tapes Serving industries as diverse as railroads and appliances, Tesa tapes provide fast, simple and clean solutions to complex problems. Tesa tapes are powerful and durable, and Chemical Concepts is privileged to be Tesa Tape’s signage distributor for the Northeast United States. Application assistance for laminating tesa® ACXPlus to PMMA
	Turf-SetSynthetic turf and artificial grass are an increasingly popular alternative to natural grass on surfaces like sports fields, playgrounds and golf courses, and the perks to these highly sustainable systems are clear. Turf-Set products ensure their sustainability and up-keep, with a suite of products ranging from repair kits to seam tapes to hot glues. Turf-Set Synthetic Turf Maintenance Products Chemical Concepts’ own TURF-SET and CHEM-SET products highlight a vast list of options that are sure to add years to your next artificial turf installation or maintenance project. View our Turf-Set Tri-Fold Brochure
	Weld-On
	XemexXemex is the only mixing technology to offer higher dimensional folding, providing optimal mixing with up to 75% less material waste. Their shorter profile allows greater ergonomics and precision for applications requiring handheld or automated dispensing. Manufactured in the United States, Xemex is also a great choice for companies looking to secure their supply chains. Ideal for those looking to reduce material waste, improve application ease, and secure a consistent supply, Xemex nozzles are an exciting new option by Re Mixers, Inc. Traditional                      Xemex









	Industries
	
	
	Aerospace and DefenseIt’s easy to overlook sealants and silicones when it comes to the aerospace and defense industry. But they’re vitally important for sealing and protecting aircraft and their sensitive parts from the elements. Sealants, Silicones and Encapsulating Gels for the Aerospace and Defense Industry From silicones to adhesives to encapsulating and potting solutions, Chemical Concepts is proud to provide a wide selection of essential products. Shop our inventory, and give us a call if you have any questions.
	Cabinetry and WoodworkingWood adhesives and sealants are essential to a smooth and professional finish for any custom cabinetry or woodworking project. Adhesives and Sealants for Woodworking and Cabinetry Chemical Concepts has a wide range of products perfect for carpenters, woodworkers and custom cabinetry installations. Shop our selection below, and give us a call if you have any questions. We can help you find the right product for your application.
	ConcreteEpoxy resins are high-strength bonding agents for concrete. Fill cracks and seal edges with these powerful products. Grouting and spall repair products are great for patching up holes and cracks. Get the right solution for your concrete repair job today. Epoxies, Grouting and Spall Repair Chemical Concepts has a wide selection of epoxy resins, grouting and spall repair products for your concrete application. Check out the products below. If you have questions or a complicated project, we can help. Contact us to get the recommendation you need.
	ConstructionAdhesives, sealants, curing equipment and the like are very essential to the construction/building industry. Chemical Concepts offers an expansive selection of construction products to meet the needs of builders and contractors. Our sealants, caulks and acrylics are leveraged across the construction industry and we offer only the best products from brands such as Sika, CounterBalance, Chem-Set and Permabond.
	Countertop FabricationChemical Concepts has revolutionized the granite and solid surface countertop market for 20 years, starting with the use of bonded fasteners for mounting under sinks to the development of support systems for overhangs. We have 45+ years of experience with adhesives, longer than anyone else in the fabrication industry. Countertop Fabrication Solutions from Chemical Concepts We also specialize in fasteners and brackets and have a wide selection of those lines to meet any demand your projects may have. Our CounterBalance and Chem-Set products are industry favorites, and our authority for stone and solid surface solutions is second to none. Be sure to use our C-20 & C-30 Seaming Adhesive Color Match Tool! Check out all of our countertop fabrication products below. If you have any questions or a special application get in touch with us and we can point you in the right direction. Check Out These Resources for More Info CounterBalance Brochure | CounterBalance Inserts | CounterBalance Installation Sheets | Countertop Fabrication Mailer | Seaming Adhesive Color Match Tool | Our YouTube Channel Countertop Fabrication Products Seaming Adhesives Keep-Nut CounterBalance Rodding Adhesive Silicone & Caulk Sealers and Cleaners Tape and Protection Film Sink & Dishwasher Installation Abrasives Adhesives CounterBalance…



	
	Facade/CladdingChemical Concepts offers a number of solutions for architectural cladding, wall panel hanging (interior and exterior), rainscreens, and facades. Our product offerings include facade anchors, structural adhesives, sealants, and high bond tapes, which can be used on various types of panel materials. Featured Cladding and Facade Products Keep-Nut Anchoring System for Solid Materials – A simple, small cylindrical hole anchor requiring no specialized undercut with a female thread. When used with panel hanging systems this anchor exhibits extremely high strength with a simple drilling process and requires no need for adhesives. Deform-Nut TC/DM Honeycomb Anchors – A rivet-type female anchor made specifically for honeycomb panels/sandwich panels to create a load-bearing female anchoring point in your panels. Simply rivet your Deform-Nut fastener into the panel, inject a structural adhesive into the fastener, then thread the secondary screw into the Deform-Nut to create a structural fixing point in a hollow-core panel. Structural Adhesives – Chemical Concepts supplies a number of structural two-part adhesives to improve aesthetics, increase throughput, and provide overall cost savings. Structural adhesives provide a stronger, faster-curing alternative to adhesives typically used in the architectural cladding industry. High Bond Structural Tapes – High-bond tapes are used as an alternative to…
	General ManufacturingChemical Concepts is the leading supplier of adhesives, tapes, sealants and application tools for manufacturers in all kinds of industries. We have a wide range of structural adhesive products that can seamlessly meld into any of your manufacturing processes. These products can even replace more traditional fastening, joining and bonding techniques like riveting and welding. This saves your business time and money, increasing efficiency and lessening materials and labor costs. Chemical Concepts also features Chem-Set™, our own line of adhesives, tapes, silicone, contact adhesives and underwater adhesives that are custom manufactured and produced for specific industry needs. Benefits of Adhesive for Manufacturing Strong Bonds and Seals – Adhesives create durable bonds that weather all conditions and forces. Lightweighting – Bonds created from structural adhesives are generally stronger than traditional joining methods allowing you to use thinner, lighter materials for a lighter end product. Cost Savings – Save money on materials, time and specialized labor. Efficiency – Eliminate the need for most prep steps, and with fast cure times, adhesives will speed up your manufacturing. If you have any special needs or questions, we’d be happy to chat about your application and recommend the best products for your process. Get in…
	GovernmentChemical Concepts supplies government, aerospace and industrial markets with NSN, Mil Specification, AMS Specification coatings, adhesives, sealants and lubricants. Contact us and ask for Michael Smith (x114), our staff government contracting specialist for any related inqueries. Click here for NSN & Mil Spec Numbers.
	LED and ElectronicsProtecting delicate electronic components is critical, especially with how many products run on these tiny components. As the device operates, factors like moisture, temperature, vibration and shock need to be mitigated as they can cause critical errors. Compounds Used to Support Electronics Materials used for electronic protection are usually silicones, epoxy resins, polyurethanes and various other polymers. Silicones in particular are excellent for electronic components because they are durable and have crucial physical properties that support the long-term performance of electronics. In addition, silicones are extremely flexible in design and manufacturing processes. Silicones – These durable compounds have crucial physical properties that support the long-term performance of electronics. In addition, silicones are extremely flexible in design and manufacturing and potting processes. Epoxy Resins – Great material with properties that make it ideal for sealing and protecting fragile electrical components. These compounds are great for heat dissipation. Polyurethanes – Another ideal potting compound. Polyurethane products help set and seal fragile components ensuring they’re long-term function. Check Out Chemical Concepts’ Range of Electrical Compounds Chemical Concepts offers a wide range of compounds to protect and support electronic components, allowing manufacturers and engineers to improve the performance of their products Resources Shin-Etsu Liquid…
	MarineMaintaining boats, yachts and other watercraft can be a challenging task as you’re constantly working against water. Chemical Concepts understands the many challenges that come with adequately waterproofing your boat. Achieving a strong waterproof seal is the key to maintaining your boat and we have the line of products to ensure that seal. We offer trusted products from BOSTIK, H2O GLUE, SIKA and more to help you construct or maintain your marine vehicle. Featured Resources Marine Brochure Video



	
	Metal FabricationAdhesives for metal fabrication are perfect for a variety of applications and engineering improvements. Achieve full bond strengths with lighter weight metals by replacing welding and rivets with these high strength adhesives. Adhesives and Tapes for Metal Fabrication Chemical Concepts carries a wide range of products for metal fabrication. Our experts are also happy to talk with you to see where you can optimize your process with these products. Shop our selection below and get in touch to discover how you can make your metal fabrication process better.
	Mold Making and CastingChemical Concepts supplies a variety of silicone & urethane mold making and casting compounds as well as a suite of related products including accessories, release agents and dispensing products. Mouldmaking silicones and urethanes are designed to produce high-quality, negative molds of almost any object, component or figure with accurate detail reproduction. Whether it be for industrial design (rapid prototyping), architectural applications, large-scale production parts, jewelry or food molding, Chemical Concepts has a solution that will meet your requirements.
	Pool, Spa, and PlumbingAdhesive solutions for the pool, spa and plumbing industries are highly specialized products which require speedy curing time, extreme waterproof characteristics and good durability. Chemical Concepts offers many solutions for the repair or installation of pools and spas, as well as an assortment of highly effective plumbing repair products.  Our repair kits, pool patches, underwater adhesives and pipe sealers are certain to make your plumbing or pool/spa project easier and yield better results.
	PVC TrimboardPVC trimboard is used in a lot of applications as a wood-replacement product for skirting, moldings, facia and soffit trim, window and door surrounds and a lot more. PVC trimboard is great because it’s waterproof and won’t chip, crack, cup or bow. PVC Trimboard Adhesives and Sealants Chemical Concepts provides a wide range of sealants and adhesives for PVC trimboard. These products are essential to creating a full, weatherproof seal on any PVC trimboard application. Shop Chemical Concepts today.



	
	Sign and DisplayAt Chemical Concepts we focus on adhesives, adhesive systems and adhesive applications and fasteners. All of these products are easily applicable to the sign and display industry. Whether you are bonding dissimilar materials or looking for a seamless fastening solution, we have a product or solution that will meet all your needs. Featured Sign and Display Products Adhesives – There’s an adhesive to meet any sign and display industry need. Whether it’s metal, plastic, composite or glass, Chemical Concepts has the right product for the job. Tapes – Sometimes an adhesive tape is the best thing for the job, and we have a lot of tapes that create durable structural bonds between many surfaces. Fasteners – When an adhesive or tape won’t do, there’s a fastener that will do the trick. We have a lot of options to suit your needs. The adhesives and finishers used in construction projects are extraordinarily varied on a project-to-project basis; let us help you determine what will make your project successful! No matter the material or environment in which your project occurs, we have the adhesives and finishers for the job. If you have any questions about your signage project, let us help. Get…
	Special Effects and Scenic DesignPlatinum-cured silicone rubbers have become the industry standard for making state-of-the-art theatrical prosthetic appliances for use in film, theater, and television. These skin-safe silicones are used for making creatures, age make-up, injured or deformed actors, animatronic characters, and much more. Platinum silicone resins are very versatile given that they can be mixed with a “deadener” to reduce the snappy, synthetic feel of silicone and simulate any type of tissue. With all of their available additives, these products can be controlled by the artist to meet the needs of any prosthetic application. Silicone resins are also widely used for life-casting and mold making. Chemical Concepts offers a variety of platinum silicone compounds and related products from top brands such as Polytek, CHT USA, and Shin-Etsu Silicones.
	Synthetic TurfSynthetic turf and artificial grass are increasingly popular alternatives to natural grass on surfaces like sports fields, playgrounds and golf courses, and the perks to these highly sustainable systems are clear. Our products ensure their sustainability and up-keep, with a suite of products ranging from repair kits to seam tapes to hot glues. Chemical Concepts’ own TURF-SET and CHEM-SET products highlight a vast list of options that are sure to add years to your next artificial turf installation or maintenance project! Featured Resources Turf Tri-Fold Video
	Transportation and Specialty VehiclesAdhesives and specialty products are integral to keeping trucks, busses and other specialty vehicles on the road. Whether it’s sealing cabs, bonding vital engine parts or improving aerodynamics, chemical products are pulling more than their weight to keep your fleet running. At Chemical Concepts we have a wide range of products to meet any repair or fabrication need. Check out our line of specialty adhesives, sealant and custom packages curated to keep your vehicles in the best condition possible. How Adhesives and Sealants Benefit Specialty and Commercial Vehicles Manufacturing and Repairs – Adhesive products are used to bond all kinds of vehicle parts including cabs, door panels, interior plastic parts and windows and windscreens. Weight Reduction – Rivets, screws and fasteners can really add a lot of weight to your vehicle. Plus bonding lighter weight material can be a challenge. That’s where adhesives come in. They form a continuous bond that is durable and heat resistant, so your vehicles can stay light and fuel efficient. Durability – Adhesives have a lot of natural properties that benefit the construction of a commercial or specialty vehicle. They are highly durable, heat resistant and they can absorb the shock of long hauls on…
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